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EP 1 416 261 A2
Description
[0001] The invention relates to the field of evaluation
and characterization of the foamability of different foaming agents and of the properties and the stability of
foams formed by using a simple and quick method.
[0002] Despite the fact that foams of very different stability are commonly met in many industrial processes
and everyday life, a generally applicable, simple, quick,
reproducible and reliable test and method of foam evaluation does not exist. Various tests and parameters for
foam characterization are available. For example, the
Bartsch (shaking) and the Ross-Miles (pouring test)
methods, in our opinion, are the most commonly applied
tests for comparing the solutions foamability [1]. In the
shaking test a certain amount of solution is vigorously
shaken in a locked cylinder. In the Ross-Miles method
a definite amount of solution is poured from the upper
vessel through an orifice of definite diameter onto a bed
of the same solution being located in a cylinder at a
standard distance from the orifice. The volume of the
foam formed and the lifetime of either the entire or half
the height of the foam formed are measured in both
methods [2,3]. The main advantage and the reason of
the wide application of these methods consist in their
simplicity. To improve the reproducibility of these various
methods modifications and standardization were applied [3-6]. An interesting modification was proposed recently by Pinazo et al. [7]. Unlike the classical RossMiles test they kept the volume of liquid in the vessel
constant by continuously pumping back the dropped solution. The initial foam height was measured after the
solution had flowed for 1 min and the foam height changes with time were determined. However, the shaking test
as well as the Ross-Miles method have in common the
similar and fundamental disadvantage, that the amount
of gas introduced into the system is not controlled at all.
[0003] Certainly, there are other methods applied in
foamability studies in which the amount and the velocity
of the gas introduced into the system are well controlled,
for example, the pneumatic methods [2,3,8, 9]. However, these methods are more complicated, laborious and
can hardly be applied in a standard procedure for systems giving foams of very different stability [1 0].
[0004] The general lack of the methodical characterization of the foam behaviour is that there is no uniform
standardized method by means of which all kinds of
foam can be characterized by identical parameters and/
or boundary conditions.
[0005] At present a device called Foamscan is commercially available [11, 12]. This method adopts the
pneumatic technique well-known for the characterization of unstable foams [2, 13, 14]. The foam is created
in a glass tube and its time dependent height is measured by image processing while the residual liquid is
measured by a conductivity meter. The foaming solutions are characterized in such way that a gas of constant flow is bubbled through the solutions until an iden-
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tical foam height is reached in all cases. This maximum
height is used as reference state. In the Foamscan apparatus the gas flow and the end of sparging are defined. However, the period of sparging time required for
forming the same foam volume is rather long, of the order of magnitude of a few minutes. In [11]] this time
amounts to 8 minutes (commercial soap solutions). A
characterization of the foam evolution is attempted by
discriminating two periods both of which cover solution
draining and foam collapse in different ratios.
[0006] Various parameters like foaming capacity,
foam maximum density or half-life time of liquid in foam
are derived from the time dependence of the parameters
related to the reference state [11, 12]. In addition to that
a texture characterization by the video image analysis
was performed. However, the result is disappointing.
Thus, it is stated in [11] that " ... The proposed method of
(video image) analysis of texture does not allow investigations of the physical mechanism of foam formation
and destabilization ... "
[0007] Recently another foam test apparatus, called
SITA Foam Tester 2000, was developed [15, 16]. In this
method the input of air is performed by a rotor and the
foam height is measured mechanically by various steel
needles located on top of the foam. This method is applicable to very stable foams only. Masuring the foam
height by some downward motion of various needles is
not only inconvenient but also influences the foam as
the contact of the needles with the top foam layer can
make it rupture. Finally, the input of gas is not well-defined.
[0008] The above-described procedures are not totally satisfactory and they are often laborious, longlasting
and irreproducible. Often the parameters and procedures are appropriate either to metastable or to unstable
foams only. Moreover, sometimes they are not related
to fundamental properties of the foam systems investigated.
[0009] An object of the present invention therefore
was to provide a simple, quick, reproducible and generally applicable procedure for the determination and evaluation of foam properties. It was a further object of the
present invention to provide a relatively inexpensive
procedure for testing foam stability of any foaming soIuti on by a well-defined process under well-defined conditions. A further object was to provide a simple apparatus either manual or automated, which can be utilized
for the foaming tests, and a procedure which can quickly
discriminate foams of different stability and evaluate the
stability of the foams formed by appropriate parameters
that refer to physically well-defined boundary conditions.
[001 0] A further object was to provide an apparatus
which can be utilized for characterizing both (meta)stable as well as unstable foam systems by the same procedure that can be run manually as well as automatically
and by the same parameters.
[0011] According to the invention these objects are
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achieved by a method for determining or/and evaluating
foam properties of a solution, wherein a predefined volume of gas is introduced into a predefined volume of
solution to be tested and foam height hF or/and efflux of
solution hs are measured. As the cross-section of the
foam column is constant, it is also possible to determine
the corresponding volumes of foam vF or of efflux of solution vs.
[0012] A definite amount of gas, preferably air, is dispersed in a definite volume of solution by introducing the
gas with definite velocity into the solution. The process
can be performed manually as well as automatically.
Foam height and efflux of solution are measured simultaneously in dependence on time.
[0013] Advantages of the inventive method of foam
characterization, in particular, are
Well-defined boundary conditions (volume of solution, volume of dispersed gas, condition of gas supply)
gas content per unit volume of solution adjustable
and measurable (convenientfortheoretical description of foamability). This is hardly possibly for other
methods like Bartsch, Ross-Miles or methods using
stirring, shaking, whipping,etc.
parameters by means of which the foam stability is
characterized refer to physically reasonable and
well-defined conditions. They are very sensitive to
foam stability covering several orders of magnitude.
unstable and metastable foams can be characterized by an identical procedure.
simplicity
swiftness: foam stability of very stable foams can
reasonably be characterized by short time measurements.
reasonable reproducibility.

[0014] By the method of the invention foams and foam
properties can be measured in a standardized manner,
whereby the parameters to be determined are not chosen arbitrarily but have a physicochemical basis. According to the invention a predefined volume of gas is
introduced into a solution to be tested, e.g. a solution of
a detergent or solutions for which foam properties are
important, such as beer, waste water, detergent solutions, etc., whereby a predefined volume of such solution is used. The general set-up is further defined by predefining the volumes of solution and gas. For example,
the ratio of solution volume to gas volume is 1:10 to 10:
1, more preferably 1:5 to 5:1 and, especially preferred,
1:1.8 to 1 :2.2. The use of a ratio of volume of solution
to volume of gas introduced of 1 :2 proved to be particularly favorable. Preferably, the gas is introduced into
the solution at a constant rate, e.g. at a rate of from 1 to
100 1/h, more preferably from 10 to 30 1/h and, in particular, at about 18 1/h. Therefore, the amounts of gas and
solution used to form the foam are well-controlled according to the invention.
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[0015] Then foam height or/and efflux of solution are
measured to characterize the foams, whereby physicochemical parameters of the foams can be derived from
these measured quantities. An essential advantage of
the invention lies in that all kinds of foams, i.e. metastable and non-stable foams can be tested quantitatively
by the same procedure. The characteristic physical values to be measured provide significant values of all
kinds of foams. Definite and equal boundary conditions
are applied in each case.
[0016] By applying definite and uniform boundary
conditions the prerequisites for investigating the mechanism of foam decay and foam stability are provided according to the invention.
[0017] Principally the foam decay can be described
by three different stages of decay according to the ratio
of the ruptured foam volume and the corresponding volume of drained solution: a) initial stage: only syneresis
of draining solution, no foam rupture; b) intermediate
(transitional) stage: syneresis and rupture occur simultaneously; c) final stage: negligible syneresis, only rupture progressing.
[0018] The parameters used to characterize foam stability are either duration of such periods or efflux rate at
characteristic states of the decaying foam system.
[0019] In particular, one or more of the parameters described in detail below selected from ~hF, ~hs, ~hFf~hs,
tdev• t1rans• vdevs, vFdev or/and V0 are determined. ~hF =
(h/ - ht) and ~hs = (h 1S - h0 S) wherein h/ and h0 s are
the foam and solution heights immediately after gas introduction (t=O), while ht and h1s are the foam and solution heights at time t.
[0020] The method according to the invention and the
parameters given allow to determine i) foamability, ii)
foam stability, iii) liquid contents in foam or/and drainage
rates.
[0021] Thus, according to the invention, novel parameters characterizing foam properties can be derived
which are applicable to metastable as well as to unstable foams. This enables shorter times for testing foam
systems. The description of foam stability can be improved considerably thereby because they can be related to reasonable, physically well-defined conditions instead of to arbitrarily chosen conditions.
[0022] The method allows to get information about
stability of metastable foams in a test lasting only a few
minutes instead of measurements of foam half lifetime
lasting hours (cf. Ross-Miles method).
[0023] The new stability and/or foamability parameters do not only correlate with parameters used so far
for certain methods of characterization of stable foams
like half foam lifetime or R5-parameter, but for the first
time the foam stability of unstable foams can be characterized by the same parameters. This makes it possible to standardize and unify all methods of foam characterization.
[0024] The test experiments according to the invention are simple, quick and reproducible. Further autom-
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atization of the test procedure is easily possible. While
air is preferably used as gas, in general different kinds
of gas are applicable.
[0025] According to the invention, first, a predefined
volume of gas is introduced into a predefined volume of
solution to be tested, preferably with a predefined velocity. Thereby at time to a certain amount of foam and,
therefore, a certain foam height is formed. Immediately
after the foam formation, that is in the initial stage, only
liquid emerges from the foam, i.e. the reduction of the
foam height just corresponds to the increase in solution,
i.e. ~hF ~hs. Thus, ~hFJ~hs 1 in said initial stage. In
the case of stable foams the initial stage is at least 2 s,
more preferably at least 5 sand particularly preferred at
least 10 s. At a timetdev foam rupture begins. Thus, during said intermediate or transitional stage, thus, syneresis and rupture take place at the same time. This
means that ~hF > ~hs and, thus, ~hFJ~hs > 1. If a transient stage occurs, this means that rupture of the foam
already takes place, while the foam still contains liquid.
Finally, the foam proceeds to the final stage, wherein
only rupture of foam occurs, however, no noticeable
amount of solution emerges any longer. In that stage
practically no liquid is left in the foam and ~hF > > ~hs.
[0026] According to the invention, preferably, the following quantities are determined in a standardized manner:
a) foam height in dependence on time;
b) amount of the solution syneresing out of the foam
column in dependence on time;
c) characteristic time intervals of various stages of
foam decay; or/and
d) efflux rates at characteristic stages of foam decay.
[0027] To analyze and generally characterize the behaviour of a foam formed from a solution the following
dependences are preferably used:
[0028] The height of the foam column, hF, together
with the corresponding height of the solution column, hs
is registered, in dependence on time. The reference
state, t0 , refers to that time when the gas supply had
been finished. Then the decrease of the foam column,
~hF
(h 0 F - ht), is plotted against the corresponding
increase of the syneresing solution, ~hs= (hS1 - hso).
According to the chracteristic behaviour of this dependence foams can generally be discriminated by three different stages of foam decay by means of which different
types of foam can be discriminated. The three stages
are characterized by the behaviour in their:
i) initial stage,
ii) transient stage, and
iii) final stage.
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[0030] In the initial stage only syneresis occurs, i. e.
the decrease of the foam volume is only brought about
by the draining of the solution contained in the foam. In
stage ii) foam drainage and foam decay occur simultaneously, whereas in the final state iii) drainage is negligible and foam rupture prevails.
[0031] The term "liquid content" as used herein refers
to the amount of solution contained in the entire foam.
[0032] The term "drainage" refers to the process of
outflow (efflux) of the solution from the foam layers. As
a result of the drainage, the liquid content in the foam
decreases and the foam films become thinner.
[0033] By means of these stages the foam behaviour
can qualitatively be characterized as follows:
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[0029] Within these characteristic stages the following typical foam decay behaviour is met.
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a) if initially, i.e at very short times, the foam volume
ruptured is greater than the draining solution, i.e. if
~hF > ~hs, it means that the foam is unstable.
b) if initially there is a distinct period (e.g. at least 2
s, more preferred 10 s), characterized by ~hF ~hs
and/or ~hFJ~hs 1, this means that within this peraid there is no foam rupture, i.e. the foam is stable.
[0034] The stable foams can further be discriminated
by the occurence of a transitional state. The initial stage
of stable foam behaviour is described by ~hFJ~hs 1.
At longer time, that is at t > tdev• its behaviour is described by ~hFJ~hs» 1, in particular, ~hFJ~hs > 1o, preferably hFJhS > 100. The latter condition means that the
foam system is very stable. If, however, there appears
a distinct transitional state (having a duration of at least
2 s, more preferred of at least 10 s), connecting the alternative initial and final stages, that is characterized by
~hFJ~hs > 1, in particular, 1.1 < ~hFJ~hs < 5, preferably
1.5 < ~hFJ~hs < 3, this then means that the stable foam
is of medium stability.
[0035] These different features are illustrated in Fig.
2 for three different foam systems, namely for a solution
of 1.5 x 1o·3 M octanoic acid, as an example of an unstable foam system, for a solution of 3 x 1o·4 M Nadodecylsulfate as an example of a stable foam system having a medium stability and for a solution of 3 x 1o·4 M
decyi-~-D-glucopyranoside as an example of a very stable foam system.
[0036] To characterize the dynamic foam behaviour
various parameters are used according to the invention
which refer to the characteristic physical stages of foam
decay.
a) The difference (~hF - ~hs) = f(t) in dependence
on time is used to determine that time when the
foam films begin to rupture. This is the time when
the quantity (~hF- ~hs) begins to deviate from zero
increasing with time for times t > tdev· This characteristic time is called time of deviation tdev· The
greater the value of tdev the more stable the foam
will be. The characteristic behaviour (~hF ~hS) f
(t) is illustrated in Fig. 3a for solutions of various sur-
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factants. This figure clearly reveals that tdev may
cover a few orders of magnitude. For unstable
foams, tdev is preferably ~ 1s, in particular, ~ 0.5s
and more preferably~ 0.25s. For stable foams tdev
is preferably > 1s, more preferably > 1Os.
b) Conveniently the parameter~r is applied. This parameter refers to that time when the efflux of the
solution draining out of the foam becomes negligible, i. e. at t;::t1r> then Llhs"' 0. The value of the transition time is defined by the inflection point of the
(LlhF -Llhs) f(t) dependence, as illustrated in Fig.
3b.

5

[0043] In characterizing the foam stability of a series
of diluted solutions and/or of a homologous series of surfactants the time of reference must always be equal to
or greater than the highest tdev- value of that series.
[0044] Foam characterization can also be performed
by using the rate of foam decay and/or the efflux rate of
the draining solution

(2)

10

(3)
[0037] The dependence t1r(c) characterizes the foam
behaviour of any foaming solution in a well-defined way.
This is illustrated for various surfactant solutions in Fig.
4. As seen the t1r-values of foaming solutions span several orders of magnitude.
[0038] By this parameter foam stability can be described in a simple and easy manner. Thus, t1r < 10 s
means unstable foam, whereas t1r > 1Os stands for (meta)stable foam. The higher the ~(value the more stable
the foam system will be. Thus, for stable foams preferably t1r;::: 20 s, more preferably t1r;::: 30s and most preferably t1r;::: 1OOs.
[0039] The parameter t1r can be correlated with parameters usually applied for foam characterization such
as the time t 112 referring to that time when the foam column has reached half of its initial height or the R5-value
[1] (foam height after five minutes related to the initial
foam height).
[0040] In Fig. 5 the time t 112 of half foam height rupture
is plotted against the transitional time for the solutions
of various surfactants, ttr· Fort 112 < 1oss there is a linear
relationship between t 112 and ~r> whereas at t 112 > 103s
stable foams can still be further discriminated by the parameter t1r> while the corresponding t 112 -values remain
unaltered.
[0041] Fig. 6 shows the correlation between the
R5-value and the transition time t1r for solutions of surfactants revealing medium foam stability.
Fig. 7 shows the like dependence R5(~r) for solutions of
the two ionic surfactants sodium and lithium dodecylsulfate revealing strong foam stability.
[0042] Foam stability can be reasonably well characterized by relating the foam height to a certain value of
the foam colum during the decay period, like, for example, the R5-value which refers to that height to which the
foam colum has ruptured after 5 minutes related to the
initial foam height. Thus, an equivalent R1 0-value can
be formulated. However, if one relates to a certain period
of foam height it has to be ensured that this reference
time, tref• must always be equal to or greater than the
deviation time, i.e.
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[0045] Doing so, it is important to refer to a physically
well-defined reference state. Thus, we propose to use
the rate of foam decay and of efflux rate at the time of
deviation, tdev· This rate is denoted by
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[0046] As the cross-sectional area of the foam column
is constant the change in foam and/or solution volumes
can easily be determined by measuring the changes of
the corresponding heights. Thus, such specific rate is
the rate of foam decay and/or the rate of the change of
the solution's level per unit cross-sectional area of the
foam column [cm3J(s x cm2)].
[0047] Fig. 8 presents the vF dev-values of the specific
rates of foam decay at tdev for solutions of different surfactants. As can be seen the vF dev-values span four orders of magnitude. Unstable foam systems are characterized by comparatively high efflux rates and almost
constantvF dev-values, whereas the efflux rates of stable
foam systems are smaller by at least one order of magnitude. For very stable foams the efflux rates are strongly retarded down to three orders of magnitude as compared to the solutions forming unstable foams.
[0048] The initial efflux rate of solution from foam, v8 0 ,
is also a convenient parameter to distinguish between
foams of different stability. The vS 0 values are determined as initial slope of the hF=f(t) dependence. As this
initial period is shorter than tdev• thus it means that LlhF
Llhs, and
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[0049] Fig. 9 presents the v0 -values as a function of
concentration for solutions of different surfactants.
[0050] Usually the short-living foams of wet systems
had to be charcaterized by steady state procedures [13,
14]. The method proposed in this patent does not need
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to apply to steady state processes. By it these foams of
short lifetime can be characterized by the procedure as
well.
[0051] This invention comprises a process and an apparatus for forming (meta)stable und unstable foams by
introducing a definite amount of gas into a definite
amount of solution with definite velocity and provides the
characterization of foam stability in terms of dynamic parameters that refer to well-defined stages of foam decay.
[0052] According to the invention the foamability of a
system can be determined. Foamability is the ability of
a solution to form a foam column after introduction of a
definite volume of gas at a definite velocity. The higher
the volume of the system (foam plus solution with gas
bubbles) immediately after introduction of the gas, the
higher is the foamability of the solution.
[0053] Further, foam stability can be determined.
Foam stability is the ability of the foam layer to last or
survive without rupture and to counteract the foam film's
rupture leading to a decay of the foam column/foam
height. Higher foam stability means that foam films and
foam layer will last comparatively longer under identical
conditions.
[0054] The invention is further illustrated by the accompanying figures and the following examples.
[0055] Fig. 1 is a vertical sectional view of the novel
foam test apparatus used for the measurements of foam
stability of solutions of surface-active agents.
[0056] Fig. 2 shows the difference between the initial
height of the foam column (hF 0 ) and the foam height at
timet, (hF1), hF = (hF 0 - hFt)• in dependence on the corresponding volume of the drained out solution, ilhs =
(hS1 - hS0 ), for three different aqueous surfactant solutions. 1l 1l 1l 1.5 x 1o-3 M octanoic acid in 0.005 M hydrochloric acid;
0 0 0 3 1Q-4 M decyl-~-0-glucopyranoside; D D D 3 x
1o-4 M sodium dodecyl sulfate.
[0057] Fig. 3a Plot of the difference (ilhF - ilhs)
against the logarithm of time for different surfactant solutions. The arrows indicate that time when foam decay
starts, tdev·
D D D 3 x 1o-4M sodium dodecyl sulfate; 0 0 0 2 x 1o-3
M lithium dodecyl sulfate;
1l 1l il3 X 1o- 4 M decyl-~-0-glucopyranoside; v v v 1.5
x 1o-3 M octanoic acid in 0.005 M hydrochloric acid.
[0058] Fig. 3b Examples of te dependences of (ilhFilhs) against the logarithm of time with their inflection
points marked by arrows. The time at the inflection point
is defined as the transition time ttr· D D D -3x1 o- 4M sodium dodecyl sulfate; 0 0 0 2x1 o-3M lithium dodecyl
sulfate.
[0059] Fig. 4 Time of transition, t1r> when the syneresis
of the foam has become negligible (ilhs"' 0), in dependence on concentration for some solutions of different
surfactants. vvvoctanoic acid in 0.005 M hydrochloric
acid; 0 0 0 heptanoic acid in 0.005 M hydrochloric acid;
0 0 0 decyl-~-0-glucopyranoside; 1l 1l 1l decyldimethylphosphine oxide; D D D sodium dodecyl sulfate.
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[0060] Fig. 5 Time of rupture of half of the foam column, t 112 , in dependence on the corresponding transitional time, t1P for several solutions of various surfactants.
[0061] 1l 1l 1l nonyl-a-0-glucopyranoside; v v v decyldimethylphosphine oxide; D D D sodium dodecylsulfate; 0 0 0 lithium dodecylsulfate.
[0062] Fig. 6 R5-value in dependence on the corresponding time of transition, t1r> for several solutions of
three different surfactants revealing medium foam stability.
1l 1l 1l octyl-~-0-glucopyranoside; 0 0 0 nonyl-a-0-glucopyranoside;
D D D decyldimethylphosphine oxide.
[0063] Fig. 7 R5-value in dependence on the corresponding time of transition, t1r> for solutions of surfactants revealing strong foam stability. D D D sodium
dodecylsulfate; 0 0 0 lithium dodecylsulfate
[0064] Fig. 8 Specific rate of foam decay at the time
of deviation, vFdev• in dependence on concentration. 1l
1l 1l octanoic acid in 0.005 M HCI; 0 0 0 nonyl-a-0-glucopyranoside; v v v decyldimethylphosphine oxide; D
D D sodium dodecylsulfate. (Specific rate is the rate of
foam decay is efflux rate per unit cross-sectional area
of the foam column [cm/s])
[0065] Fig. 9 Initial rate of solution efflux from foam
(equal to the foam decay rate), v 0 in dependence on
concentration. 1l 1l il-heptanoic acid in 0.005 M HCI; 0
0 0-nonyl-a-0-glucopyranoside; v v v-decyldimethylphosphine oxide; D D D -sodium dodecyl sulfate.
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1.1 Method and standardized manner of measurements
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[0066] In developing the data for the curves shown in
the Figures, we used the method of testing foams according to the invention which gives accurate, reproducible and representative results.
[0067] The apparatus used in the test is very simple
and is shown schematically in Fig. 1. The set-up consists of a glass column of 42-mm inner diameter and 25
em length with a fritted glass G-2 at the bottom for gas
dispersing, and a syringe for supplying a definite amount
of gas (e.g. air) into the solution to be foamed. Beneath
the frit is a stopcock, which is connected to a small pump
the piston of which is driven automatically at a preset
gas flow rate of e.g. 18 1/h. In the majority of the experiments the volumes of 50 ml of solution and 100 ml of
gas were used. The gas from the syringe was introduced
into the solution through the sintered glass. 100 cm3 of
gas (90 cm3 in the automatic version [Paar registration])
were supplied manually within the time period of 20s or
18s, i.e. an average volumetric gas velocity of 181/h was
used in the prevailing number of the experiments. It is
recommended as the standard procedure. For unstable
foams it is recommended to apply a gas supply of about
twofold velocity.
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1.2 Procedure

[0068] The stopcock was locked when the solution
(50 ml) was poured into the column in such manner that
no foam was formed. If a foam layer is formed during
the pouring of the solution, introduction of gas was deferred until the solution mirror was seen.
[0069] The filled foam column is fixed between the optical sensors of a Foam Test System (FTS) of the firm
Paar. This apparatus was originally developed for observing foam decay of beer in beer glasses. To adapt
this equipment to the foam measurements the bottom
of the FTS had been removed. After having positioned
the filled glass column appropriately between the sensors, the stopcock was opened and subsequently 90
cm3 of air were bubbled via the frit into the surfactant
solution with a flow rate of 18 1/h by a connected
RTU-Dosierpumpe (firm Paar). Then foam and solution
height were measured simultaneously. Due to the certain size of the fotodiodes the minimal measurable difference of the height of the foam and/or the solution column was 2.5mm. The experiments were performed at
room temperature (22±1 °C).
[0070] In Fig.2 the difference between the initial
height of the foam column and the foam height at time
t, L1hF, is plotted against the corresponding height of the
solution drained out, L1hs, for three different aqueous
surfactant solutions. The three curves are typical of the
three characteristic stages of foam decay generally
found. As long as the slope of this curve obeys the relationship L1hFJL1hs = 1, there is no foam rupture (stage
1). The duration period of this stage is denoted by tdev·
If L1hFJL1hs > 1, rupture and syneresis occur simultaneously (stage II). Finally, in the case L1hFJL1hs > > 1 together with hS1 "' constant, this means that synersis had
finished and only rupture remained (stage Ill). The end
of stage II and the beginning of stage Ill is denoted by
t1r (time of transition -see Fig. 3b).
[0071] For the octanoic acid solution there is only a
very short time interval in which stage I was observed.
It is finished already at a time as short as 0.1 s. (As the
method is at its detection limit at such short times, this
is the lowest detectable time). Having passed this stage,
there is rupture together with syneresis. However, stage
Ill was not met because the foam ruptured before all solution had flowed out of the foam. Such behaviour is typical of all wet (unstable) foam systems.
[0072] The sodium dodecylsulfate solution shows a
distinct interval of the stage I which lasts for 1.2 s. (It
lasts much longer, i. e. about 50s, for the sodium dodecylsulfate solutions of the highest concentrations.)
This is followed by the pronounced stage II which is finished after 220 s only. At t > > 220 s there is only foam
rupture (stage Ill). This period prevails for a long time of
more than 2000 s then.
[0073] The 3 x 1o- 4 M decyi-P-0-glucopyranoside solution reveals only the stages I and Ill. This means that
there is no detectable transition period in which syner-
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esis and rupture occur simultaneously. As long as the
solution drains out of the foam, it did not rupture. The
latter state started only after the syneresis had been finished. This behaviour is usually met for foam systems
of highest stability.
[0074] In Fig.3a the difference of the variables of Fig
2, (L1hF- L1hs), is plotted against the logarithm of time for
different surfactant solutions. The arrows indicate that
time when the foam decay starts, denoted by tdev· As
long as (L1hF- L1hs) = 0, there is only syneresis, i.e. stage
I is proceeding. That time when the dependence (L1hFL1hs) begins to deviate from zero is called time of deviation, tdev· As can be seen, the characteristic times of
deviation cover three orders of magnitude depending
mainly on the stability of the foam, the concentration of
the solution and/or the structure of the surfactants.
[0075] Fig. 3b illustrates the method of determination
of the value of the transition time ttr· The transition time,
4ro when the syneresis of the foam was finished (L1h 8 "'
0), is plotted against the concentration of several solutions of different surfactants in Fig.4. Unstable (wet) and
(meta)stable (dry) foam systems can easily be discriminated by the following conditions
4r < 10 s ~ unstable,
t1r > 10 s ~stable.
For very stable foams t1r ;:_,. 100 s.

[0076] For simple surfactants the parameter t1r covers
about four orders of magnitude depending on the type
of the surfactant and the concentration of its solutions.
[0077] Fig. 5 shows the time of rupture of half the foam
column, t 112 , in dependence on the corresponding transition time, t1ro for several solutions of various surfactants. It is seen that the "classical" parameter t 112 ,
generally used to characterize foam stability, is correlated to the parameter t1r within a broad concentration
range, except the highest concentrations.
[0078] To further prove the reasonability and plausibility of the parameter 4ro another "classical" parameter,
the R5-value, is presented in Fig.6 in dependence on
the corresponding transition time, for several solutions
of different surfactants revealing medium foam stability.
In every case longer transitional times correspond to increasing R5-values.
[0079] Fig. 7 represents the like dependence of the
R5-values on the corresponding transition times, t1r for
solutions of surfactants revealing strong foam stability.
As seen there is a good correlation between the R5-values and the corresponding transitional times. This is for
the simple reason given by equation (1 ), see above, that
the reference time, tref• has to be equal to or greater than

~r·
[0080] Fig. 8 is the specific rate of foam decay at the
time of deviation, VF dev• in dependence on concentration. The specific rate of foam decay is the rate related
to the rate related to the cross-sectional area of the foam
column [cm3J(s x cm2)], that is independent of the diam-
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eter of the foam column. In this figure the vFdev -values
are given for solutions of various surfactants belonging
to either unstable, medium or very stable foam systems.
The vF dev-values cover four orders of magnitude. Comparison of this figure with Fig.4 proves that the dependence of the specific efflux rate on concentration reveals
an inverse trend to that one of the transition time on concentration. Thus, the greatest vF dev-values are characteristic of wet foams whereas the lowest vSdev-values
are typical of dry foam systems. The lower the specific
efflux rate is the more stable the corresponding foam
will be.
[0081] Fig. 9 shows the initial rates of solution efflux
from foam that is equal to the foam decay rates v 0 in
dependence on the concentration of different surfactant
solutions.
[0082] 1 .3 To avoid artefacts stock solutions of the
surfactants used for the experiments hereinafter described were purified by a special high performance purification procedure [17]. The required grade of "surfacechemical purity", denoted as scp, was checked by applying the criterion given in [18].
[0083] All glassware and the glass column with the frit
used for the foam measurement were cleaned with peroxysulfuric acid and rinsed with bidistilled water produced by a quartz distilling apparatus. Bidistilled water
was sucked though the frit repeatedly. The column was
filled with bidistilled water and kept overnight. Before
use the water was sucked off from the bottom outlet via
the frit.
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Claims
40

1.

A method for determining or/and evaluating foam
properties of a solution, wherein a predefined volume of gas is introduced into a predefined volume
of solution to be tested and foam height hF or/and
efflux of solution h8 are measured.

2.

The method according to claim 1, wherein foam
height hF or/and efflux of solution hs are measured
in relation to time.

3.

The method according to claim 1 or 2, wherein the
foam decay is classified into the categories

45

50

(a) initial stage,
(b) intermediate stage or
(c) final stage.

55

4.

8

The method according to any of claims 1-3, wherein
at least one of the characteristic parameters ilhF,

15
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Llhs, LlhF-Llh 8 , tdev• t1r> vFdev• v8 dev• or/and v0 is determined.
5.

The method according to any of the preceding
claims, wherein
(i) foamability,
(ii) foam stability,
(iii) liquid content in foam,
(iv) drainage rates

5

10

are determined.

6.

The method according to any of the preceding
claims, wherein a classification into

15

(I) unstable foams or
(II) (meta)stable foams
is performed.

20

7.

The method according to any of the preceding
claims, wherein the foam stability is classified on
basis of the ratio ,:lhFfllhs.

8.

The method according to any of claims 1-7, wherein
the initial behaviour of the foam is characterized
by the ratio ,:lhFfllhs = 1.

9.

The method according to any of the preceding
claims, wherein the foam is classified as unstable
foam, if tdev < 2s or classified as (meta)stable foam,
if tdev > 2s, preferably if tdev > 1Os.

30

10. The method according to any of the preceding

35

25

claims, wherein the foam is classified as unstable
foam, if t1r < 1Os or classified as (meta)stable foam,
if t1r > 1Os, preferably if t1r > 1OOs.
11. The method according to any of the preceding

claims, wherein the solution is selected from beer,
waste water, sea water, (laudry) lye, extinguisher
solutions, emulsions, microemulsions, suspensions, froth flotation, frost protection of plants, lung
lavage or/and amniotic fluid or any other form forming solution.
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